“Faith on Trial, Pt. 3”
Acts 15:19-41
6/21/15

1. Paul and Barnabas Relate Their Present Ministry – 12
2. James Relates the Past and Present to the Future – 13-14
   (1) God Is Doing a New Work...Not Man – 13-14
   (2) Scripture Is Being Fulfilled...Not Contradicted – 15-18
3. A Decision – 19-21
   (1) The Basis of Salvation Must Be Grace...Not Law – 19
   (2) A Life Style of Obedience and Love Must Follow...Not License – 20-21


5. A Split Between Paul and Barnabas – 36-41
   (1) Two Viewpoints – 36-38
   (2) The Solution – 39a
   (3) Two Missions Trips – 39b-41

Next Week: Acts 16:1-10